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The Inscrutable Question: The Redemption of Time: Time & Space Are Logistical Grace: We Have a New Contract Every Morning
C.	The Redemption of Time
	God is immense and is therefore not subject to space.

God is eternal and is therefore not subject to time.
God is the cause and Creator of space.  Thus He is larger than space and outside of space.
God invented time thus He is not bound or limited by it neither is He dependent upon it.
God exceeds space and time to an infinite degree thus He has an immense and eternal existence.
Since God is the Inventor of both time and space and since each is essential to human existence then we may conclude that time and space are a part of our logistical grace provisions.
Remember that the human race is not like that of the angels.  The angels were all created simultaneously and imputed eternal life.
The human race began with the creation of only two people, Adam and Ishah.  They were not imputed eternal life.  Their souls were immortal but their bodies possessed perfect life but not eternal life.
Had they not violated the mandate forbidding consumption of the forbidden fruit they would still be alive on earth, in Eden enjoying perfect life.
That they are not is because of the fall.  God perceived their rebellion in eternity past and came up with a divine solution based on perfect love.
The divine solution is John 3:16, the provision of His uniquely born Son that whosoever who believes in Him might not perish but might have eternal life.
Thus Adam and Ishah were condemned because of the original sin but saved through faith alone in Christ alone.
In order for them to get from point A, the fall, to point B, salvation, there was an increment of time.
During the time between points A and B several events took place:
	They were spiritually dead, totally depraved and in need of a Savior. 
They came to realize that they were fallen and unable to rectify their condition.
 They then came to understand that the solution was a grace solution freely given and undeserved: faith alone in Christ alone.
Their free will response to the Gospel, presented to them by Jesus Christ, resulted in their salvation and the imputation of eternal life.
	Although saved, their body lost its perfect life and became corrupt and mortal while their souls, even though corrupted by sin, remained immortal.  As Jeremiah informs us:
Jeremiah 17:9 - The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked: who can know it?
	It is the soul of the lost person that is saved through faith alone in Christ alone, not his body, which remains corrupt and mortal.

But at salvation the Holy Spirit creates a human spirit to which is imputed eternal life.  This permits the immortal soul to enter into the eternal state with God at the moment of the believer’s physical death.
All of these are events in time indicating that time is a part of logistical grace, allowing us continuous duration to believe in Jesus Christ and receive the imputation of eternal life.
After salvation the believer operates under the principle of “one day at a time.”  
Lamentations 3:20 - Surely, my soul remembers [ the Holy Spirit accesses the memory center of the stream of consciousness in the second stage of the faith-rest drill enabling concentration on the doctrinal rationales ] and is humble [ Grace orientation along with genuine humility ] within me.
v. 21 -	 This I recall to mind [ the Holy Spirit accesses wheel-tracks of righteousness in the cerebral cortex and pulls it up into the conscious mind ]; therefore, I have hope [ or confidence, the third stage of the faith-rest drill ].
v. 22 -	 The Lord’s unfailing mercies [ undiminished love of God from eternity past ] never cease because His compassions [ logistical grace support through unconditional love ] never fail [ the faithfulness of divine integrity ].
v. 23 -	 They are renewed [ vdj / chathash /: a new covenant or contract for logistical grace support ] every morning [ God gives us a day at a time to advance to spiritual maturity ].  Great is Your faithfulness [ the love of God expressed by the grace of God ].
	When a believer becomes involved in wrongdoing and fails to rebound then he will eventually suffer a loss of days from his life.  Remember God’s omniscience knows the potential from the reality of human history.

Psalm 102:23 -	He has weakened my strength in the way; He has shortened my days.
Psalm 39:4 - “Lord, make me to know my end and what is the extent of my days, let me know how transient I am.
Psalm 39:5 - “Behold, You have made my days as handbreadths and my lifetime as nothing in Your sight.  Surely every man at his best is a mere breath.  Selah.”
	The only thing that gives meaning and purpose to our lives is spiritual growth through the perception of Bible doctrine and the development of reciprocal love for God.

Psalm 90:9 - For all our days have declined in Your fury; we have finished our years like a sigh.
v. 10 -	As for the days of our life, they contain seventy years, or if due to strength, eighty years.  Yet their pride is but labor and sorrow for soon it is gone and we fly away.
v. 11 -	Who understands the power of Your anger and fury [ because of the work of Christ the full extent of righteous condemnation and judicial punishment is unknown to us ] according to the respect that is due You [ reciprocal love motivation ]?
v. 12 -	So teach us to number our days [ spiritual growth motivates us to get organized ] in order that we may present to You a heart of wisdom [ refers to the pl»rwma / pleroma / concept in Ephesians 3:19 ].
Ephesians 3:19 - … and to get to know the love of Christ which goes beyond academic knowledge [ ™p…gnwsij / epignosis / doctrine in the kard…a / kardia ] with the result that you may be filled in all fullness [ pl»rwma / pleroma /: reaching the high ground of spiritual maturity ] from the source of God.
Jeremiah 15:16 -		Your words were discovered and I ate them [ metabolized ], with the result that Your words became for me a joy and the delight of my heart [ stream of consciousness ].
Knowing that (1) we are only promised one day at a time, that (2) extended carnality and reversionism can shorten our days, that (3) a person’s normal life expectancy, according to Moses, is only 70 to 80 years which he refers to as a “breath of air,” that (4) the objective of the believer is to present the Lord with a heart that is filled with mature wisdom, and that (5) such a status quo can only be achieved by the double-column advance, then we must conclude that in order to fulfill these objectives we must “redeem time.”


